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Neil MacGregor's A History of the World in 100 Objects takes a bold, original approach to human

history, exploring past civilizations through the objects that defined them. Encompassing a grand

sweep of human history, A History of the World in 100 Objects begins with one of the earliest

surviving objects made by human hands, a chopping tool from the Olduvai gorge in Africa, and ends

with objects which characterise the world we live in today. Seen through MacGregor's eyes, history

is a kaleidoscope - shifting, interconnected, constantly surprising, and shaping our world today in

ways that most of us have never imagined. A stone pillar tells us about a great Indian emperor

preaching tolerance to his people; Spanish pieces of eight tell us about the beginning of a global

currency; and an early Victorian tea-set speaks to us about the impact of empire. An intellectual and

visual feast, this is one of the most engrossing and unusual history books published in years.

'Brilliant, engagingly written, deeply researched' Mary Beard, Guardian 'A triumph: hugely popular,

and rightly lauded as one of the most effective and intellectually ambitious initiatives in the making

of 'public history' for many decades' Sunday Telegraph 'Highly intelligent, delightfully written and

utterly absorbing ' Timothy Clifford, Spectator 'This is a story book, vivid and witty, shining with

insights, connections, shocks and delights' Gillian Reynolds Daily Telegraph
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One of the joys of being resident in the UK is the presence of the wonderful BBC Radio 4 a channel

with which listeners have a true lifelong love affair. To Dear American chums a quick scan across



the internet to the BBC "i" player will find this rich source and life will be all the better for it. Radio 4

challenges, it provokes and gets as near to that much sought after but rarely achieved quality "the

heart of the matter" as is humanly possible (the probing questions of presenters on the Today

programme makes me think that democracy still has a fighting chance). The channel also carries

many brilliant series of which "A History of the World in 100 Objects" by Neil MacGregor is a prime

example, even the trailers leading up to its broadcast in January this year were great. What a

pleasure therefore to have copy in the written word of this weighty book (738 pages) to accompany

the series and to revisit the passion and authority of Neil MacGregor, director of the British Museum

and cultivator of fabulous facts.The whole premise underpinning this epic journey was predicated on

a wicked idea conceived by Mark Damazer, then head of Radio 4 to challenge our hugely

knowledgeable bods at the British Museum to undertake a somewhat mischievous and loaded

exercise. Indeed on the surface any attempt to tell a rather large tale like the history of the world

over a modest 2 million years in this manner seems like a piece of First Class honours inspired

lunacy. "Baby and bathwater" is the phrase that comes to mind and even if the radio series and the

following book were outright bilge you would at least have to give Neil MacGregor three stars for

accepting the challenge and embracing with gusto the humongous concept.
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